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EXPERIENCE THE TALE AS OLD AS TIME

The story and characters audiences know and love come to life in the spectacular live-action adaptation of Disney’s animated classic “Beauty and the Beast,” a stunning, cinematic event celebrating one of the most beloved tales ever told. On a stormy night, an old beggar woman offers a Prince (Dan Stevens) a single rose in exchange for shelter. When he refuses, she reveals herself to be an enchantress and punishes the Prince by transforming him into a monstrous beast and his servants into various household objects. “Beauty and the Beast” is the fantastic journey of Belle (Emma Watson), a bright, beautiful and independent young woman who is taken prisoner by the Beast in his castle. Despite her fears, she befriends the castle’s enchanted staff and learns to look beyond the Beast’s hideous exterior and realize the kind heart of the true Prince within.

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Film Facts:

- Ryan Gosling was offered the role of the Beast, but turned it down to appear in La La Land (2016) instead. Emma Watson was offered the lead role in that film, but turned it down to star in this one.
- Belle’s ballroom gown required 3,000 feet of thread and over 12,000 designer hours to complete. It was accentuated with 2,160 Swarovski crystals.
- During the ballroom scene, Emma Watson had a hard time not looking at her feet, because Dan Stevens was wearing steel toed shoes, and she was afraid he would step on her.
Every legend has a beginning. True Blue reveals Red Dog’s younger years and the friendship that grew between him and a young boy. When eleven year old Mick (Levi Miller) is shipped off to his grandfather’s (Bryan Brown) cattle station in the remote Pilbara region of Western Australia, he prepares himself for a life of dull hardship. Instead Mick finds myth, adventure and a friendship with a scrappy, one-of-a-kind dog that will change his life forever. With the amazing colours of the Pilbara, a blind in one eye horse that thinks it’s a bull and Mick and Red’s shenanigans that include a caper involving the horse and a rubber ducky, this is a fun, family movie.

MAKE A NIGHT OF IT & RENT BOTH

FUN FACTS...
- Prequel to the 2011 Red Dog movie
- Jason Issacs once played Hook/Mr. Darling in Peter Pan (2003) and Levi Miller recently played Peter Pan in Pan (2015)

EVERY LEGEND HAS A BEGINNING

What if you had only one day to change absolutely everything? Samantha Kingston has it all: the perfect friends, the perfect guy, and a seemingly perfect future. Then, everything changes. After one fateful night, Sam wakes up with no future at all. Trapped reliving the same day over and over she begins to question just how perfect her life really was. As she begins to untangle the mystery of a life suddenly derailed, she must also unwind the secrets of the people closest to her, and discover the power of a single day to make a difference, not just in her own life, but in the lives of those around her - before she runs out of time for good.

A space shuttle embarks on the first mission to colonise Mars, only to discover after take-off that one of the astronauts is pregnant. Shortly after landing she dies from complications while giving birth to the first human born on the red planet - never revealing who the father is. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Gardner Elliot - an inquisitive, highly intelligent boy who reaches the age of 16 having only having met 14 people in his very unconventional upbringing. When he finally gets a chance to go to Earth, he’s eager to experience all of the wonders he could only read about on Mars - from the most simple to the extraordinary. But once his explorations begin, scientists discover that Gardner’s organs can’t withstand Earth’s atmosphere. Eager to find his father, Gardner escapes the team of scientists to unravel the mysteries of how he came to be, and where he belongs in the universe.
In A Few Less Men, the hilarious sequel to the worldwide hit A Few Best Men, a destination wedding in Australia’s Blue Mountains goes horribly wrong when Luke gets drunk and falls off a cliff. David (Xavier Samuel), Tom (Kris Marshall) and Graham (Kevin Bishop) suddenly find themselves transporting their friend’s corpse back to London, where his grieving Aunt is planning the funeral. When their private jet crash-lands in the bush, the boys must carry the body across the treacherous landscape, resist some sexy ravers and dodge a machete-wielding mother all in a race against time to return Luke home.

Gary Faulkner (Nicolas Cage), an ex-con, unemployed handyman, and modern day Don Quixote receives a vision from God (Russell Brand) telling him to capture Osama bin Laden. Armed with only a single sword purchased from a home-shopping network, Gary travels to Pakistan to complete his mission. While on his quest, Gary encounters old friends back home in Colorado, new friends he makes in Pakistan, the enemies he makes at the CIA - and even God and Osama themselves.

Fun Fact: ‘Army of One’ was the recruiting slogan that was used by the United States Army between 2001 and 2006.

There was Ali vs Fraser, 2Pac vs Biggie, there was Superman vs Batman, now there is Campbell vs Strickland. On the last day of the school year, mild-mannered high school English teacher Andy Campbell (Charlie Day) is trying his best to keep it together amidst senior pranks, a dysfunctional administration, his wife’s pregnancy, his daughter’s talent competition and budget cuts that put jobs on the line. But things go from bad to worse when he accidentally crosses his much tougher and deeply feared colleague, Ron Strickland (Ice Cube), who challenges Campbell to an old-fashioned throw down after school. The race is on for Campbell to try and figure out a way to stop the fight from happening. News of the fight spreads like wildfire and ends up becoming the very thing this school, and Campbell, needed.
The story of a team of African-American women mathematicians who served a vital role in NASA during the early years of the U.S. space program. As the United States raced against Russia to put a man in space, NASA found untapped talent in a group of African-American female mathematicians that served as the brains behind one of the greatest operations in U.S. history. Based on the unbelievable true life stories of three of these women, known as “human computers”, we follow these women as they quickly rose through the ranks of NASA alongside many of history’s greatest minds specifically tasked with calculating the momentous launch of astronaut John Glenn into orbit, and guaranteeing his safe return. Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, and Katherine Johnson crossed all gender, race, and professional lines while their brilliance and desire to dream big, beyond anything ever accomplished before by the human race, firmly cemented them in U.S. history as true American heroes.

LOVING celebrates the real-life courage and commitment of an interracial couple, Richard (Joel Edgerton) and Mildred Loving (Ruth Negga), who fell in love and were married in 1958. It was the State of Virginia, that first jailed and banished them for defying its law against interracial marriage. Their civil rights case, Loving v. Virginia, went all the way to the Supreme Court, which in 1967 reaffirmed the very foundation of the right to marry.

In the high-stakes world of political power-brokers, Elizabeth Sloane (Jessica Chastain) is the most sought after and formidable lobbyist in D.C. Known equally for her cunning and her track record of success, she has always done whatever is required to win. But when she takes on the most powerful opponent of her career, she finds that winning may come at too high a price.
In 2029 the mutant population has shrunk significantly and the X-Men have disbanded. Logan, whose power to self-heal is dwindling, has surrendered himself to alcohol and now earns a living as a chauffeur. He takes care of the ailing old Professor X whom he keeps hidden away. One day, a female stranger asks Logan to drive a girl named Laura to the Canadian border. At first he refuses, but the Professor has been waiting for a long time for her to appear. Laura possesses an extraordinary fighting prowess and is in many ways like Wolverine. She is pursued by sinister figures working for a powerful corporation; this is because her DNA contains the secret that connects her to Logan. A relentless pursuit begins. In this third cinematic outing featuring the Marvel comic book character Wolverine we see the superheroes beset by everyday problems. They are ageing, ailing and struggling to survive financially. A decrepit Logan is forced to ask himself if he can or even wants to put his remaining powers to good use. It would appear that in the near-future, the times in which they were able put the world to rights with razor sharp claws and telepathic powers are now over.

**HAVE AN ACTION PACKED WEEKEND**

**FUN FACT:**

When Laura and Charles are watching Shane (1954), Charles mentions remembering seeing the film as a child in his hometown. This was entirely improvised by Sir Patrick Stewart, because Shane was one of the first memories he had at the theatre as a child.
Casey Stein (Nicholas Hoult) agrees to hijack a shipment of cocaine for his old boss (Ben Kingsley) in return for money to pay for his girlfriend Juliette’s (Felicity Jones) transplant. Unfortunately, those drugs belong to Hagen Kahl (Anthony Hopkins), Germany’s most powerful kingpin. Kahl seeks revenge by kidnapping Juliette and sending his goons after Stein. Casey must now race against time in a desperate attempt to save the woman he loves.

After a failed assassination attempt, a soldier finds himself stranded in the desert and accidentally puts one foot on a landmine. Tired and thirsty, he is horribly exposed to the elements and must single-handedly battle for survival against his enemies, the unforgiving desert environment and the creeping psychological and physical toll of the treacherous conditions, remaining motionless for two days waiting for help.

David, a graphic designer, lives in a hipster neighbourhood of Los Angeles with his photographer girlfriend Claire. One morning he wakes to find her mysteriously gone, leaving no note or clues about her sudden disappearance. When police attempts to find her prove fruitless over the course of a year, David takes matters into his own hands. He begins his investigation with a visit to an automotive repair shop that he’s seen in Claire’s previously undeveloped photos, only to find it swarming with Russian mobsters who are clearly unhappy at the intrusion.

European mercenaries searching for black powder become embroiled in the defence of the Great Wall of China against a horde of monstrous creatures. Starring global superstar Matt Damon and directed by one of the most breathtaking visual stylists of our time, Zhang Yimou, The Great Wall tells the story of an elite force making a last stand for humanity on the world’s most iconic structure. When a mercenary warrior (Matt Damon) is imprisoned within the Great Wall, he discovers the mystery behind one of the greatest wonders of the world. As wave after wave of marauding beasts besiege the massive structure, his quest for fortune turns into a journey toward heroism as he joins a huge army of elite warriors to confront the unimaginable and seemingly unstoppable force. One of Mankind’s wonders; 1,700 years to build; 5,500 miles long; it wasn’t built to keep out the rabbits.

Fun Fact
- Matt Damon was trained in Hungary by Lajos Kassai, a world champion archer and reinventor of horseback archery.
- With a budget of $150 Million, ‘The Great Wall’ is the most expensive movie ever filmed in China.
- Matt Damon has said that there were one hundred Mandarin/English translators on the payroll over the course of this production.
First there was an opportunity, and then there was a betrayal. Twenty years have gone by. Much has changed but just as much remains the same. Mark Renton (Ewan McGregor) returns to the only place he can ever call home. They are waiting for him: Spud (Ewen Bremner), Sick Boy (Jonny Lee Miller), and Begbie (Robert Carlyle). Other old friends are waiting too: sorrow, loss, joy, vengeance, hatred, friendship, love, longing, fear, regret, diarmophine, self-destruction and mortal danger, they are all lined up to welcome him, ready to join the dance.

In seventeenth century Portugal, Jesuit priests Sebastião Rodrigues (Andrew Garfield) and Francisco Garupe (Adam Driver) ask permission to travel to Japan to investigate rumours that their mentor, Father Ferreira (Liam Neeson), has abandoned his Catholic faith after being tortured by the Japanese military. Japan was a closed country, suspicious of outsiders and paying rewards to anyone who turned in a Catholic priest or a Christian. When Rodrigues and Garupe arrive in the small village where Ferreira was last seen they find the villagers are living in caves, hidden from the Inquisitor who kills any villager suspected of being Christian. As they search for the whereabouts of their mentor the Inquisitor returns, putting the lives of the Portuguese and Japanese inhabitants in mortal danger.

A new chapter in the RING horror franchise. When a radical college professor (Johnny Galecki) finds a mysterious video rumoured to kill viewers seven days after watching, he enlists his students in a dangerous experiment to uncover the secrets behind the Samara legend. When the deadly video goes viral, they must figure out a way to break the curse and defeat Samara before her evil is unleashed upon the world. But, how do you stop her when she's everywhere?

An ambitious young executive is sent to retrieve his company's CEO from an idyllic but mysterious “wellness centre” at a remote location in the Swiss Alps. He soon suspects that the spa's miraculous treatments are not what they seem. When he begins to unravel its terrifying secrets, his sanity is tested, as he finds himself diagnosed with the same curious illness that keeps all the guests here longing for the cure.

What if there was a company you could call that, for a premium, will bring your fears to life? You don't have to leave your house, your office, or your vacation; the scares are customised to your tastes and arrive at your doorstep when you least expect it. But what sounds like a great idea at the time can end up getting you killed. When horror movie enthusiast Joe Foster and his girlfriend, Lindsey Gains, are handed a business card for such a company, Joe's curiosity gets the best of him. As the Fear Inc. experience begins things quickly turn from light-hearted fun to uncomfortably realistic.
The story of Piper Chapman (Taylor Schilling), a woman in her thirties, who is sentenced to 15 months in prison after she is convicted of a decade-old crime. Season 4 picks up where Season 3 left off: the inmates splashing about in the nearby lake after the mass escape; and Alex facing a menacing prison guard in the greenhouse. There’s a flood of new inmates to cause everyone headaches, the Dominicans who launch their own party business and Piper inadvertently forms and becomes de facto leader of a white-power group. Season 4 continues the perfect mix of comedy and drama.

As a child Matt Murdock was blinded by a chemical spill in a freak accident. Instead of limiting him it gave him superhuman senses that enabled him to see the world in a unique and powerful way. Now he uses these powers to deliver justice, not only as a lawyer in his own law firm, but also as vigilante at night, stalking the streets of Hell’s Kitchen as Daredevil, the man without fear. Season 2 shows Daredevil crossing paths with the deadly Frank Castle, also known as the Punisher, along with the return of an old girlfriend: Elektra Natchios.
It has been months since the destruction of the Book of Monsters. The knights have made lives for themselves. Princess Mary has been unsuccessful at getting each of the towns to be more defensive against future monster attacks. Jestro tries to make amends with the people he has wronged to no avail. Moristrox has taken the form of a storm cloud and once again takes control of Jestro using his evil lightning. Join the Lego Nexo Knights has they face new adventures.

The warriors of LEGO’s Ninjago franchise aren’t your old-school ninjas of feudal Japan. These heroes are bold enough to draw their blades in a more modern time. In season 6 the Ninja are popular, thanks to saving Ninjago from The Preeminent, but trouble rises when Clouse returns after having escaped the Cursed Realm. How will the Ninjas beat Clouse now?

PAW Patrol is going for the gold in these 7 sporty adventures! Whether it’s a basketball game, a football match, snowboarding, a big race, or the ancient art of Pup-Fu, the pups are ready to romp to victory while they play AND save the day.

Four ninja turtles, mutated by a mysterious alien substance, must rise up out of the sewers and defend their city against evil forces from both the past and present. After the death of Splinter and defeating the Shredder once and for all, the turtles try to adjust to the changes in their lives. With their master gone, Leonardo is given the responsibility of sensei, which adds more pressure on him. As he, his brothers, and their friends begin to settle down into their new life, old enemies return.

When 9 year old Jamie (Walker Mintz) moves to the beautiful lakeside village with his mother and father, he learns the idealistic town isn’t as peaceful as it seems. There is a greedy property mogul bullying the townspeople to steal their land. Jaime befriends an old sea captain, Jack O’Grady (John Henry Richardson) who tells him about the lake’s mythical and sweet-natured sea creature named Nessie. Jaime wonders if Nessie is the perfect solution to save the town, if only he can prove she’s real.

Max is assigned to the White House while Butch, the secret service dog, is on maternity leave. Max meets Tj, a 12 year old boy, who is the President’s son. Despite his father’s high profile, Tj is trying hard to fit in and lead a normal life. During a state visit by the Russian President and his daughter, Alexandra (Alex), Tj is asked to accompany her during their stay. Tj befriends Alex, but when they get into trouble, Max comes to the rescue.

After mysterious visitors arrive in the kingdom, Princess Alice, Lucas and their friends go undercover on a secret spy adventure to see if they can be trusted. They will need all of their superior detective skills as well as some super cool gadgets to solve the royal mystery and save the Kingdom.
RENT 07 JUNE
RENT 21 JUNE

WORLD CINEMA

RENT 07 JUNE
Seven long time friends, gather for a dinner party to watch a lunar eclipse. They agree that no private calls or messaging will disrupt their evening. They place their devices on the table and declare that all incoming calls and texts are shared with the group. What seems like an innocent distraction between friends quickly turns into something more.

COMING IN JULY

facebook
FIND US ON FACEBOOK!
LIKE US! TALK TO US!

BLU-RAYS
FROM $12.95
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FROM $9.95

*Participating stores only. Titles may vary per store. See in store for conditions. Limited time only. While stocks last. SSP refers to Suggested Sale Price.